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Classic competition
The SCS women's basketball
team won two games in a
row this weekend.
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Coalesce offers a forum for
local artists to express their
diverse interests and
creativity .
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SCS changes two academic policies
by Nancy Coughlin
Staff writer

sixth week, rather than the eighth.
'The drop day was pretty late in the

quarter," said Linda Lamwers, SCS
Two major policy changes will vice president for Academic Affairs.
The
change will allow students to
impact students' academic progress
during the next academic year. Another "concentrate more on the classes that
policy change affects the student (are) left." Lamwers added.
Also, students with 128 credits or
complaint policy.
The SCS administration, in more who have not declared or been
conjunction with the Faculty admitted to a major or a bachelor of
Association, Office of Records and elective studies degree program will
Registration and Student Government, not be allowed to pre-register
approved changes to the university 's beginning with 1995-96 winter predrop. dates and credit requirements last registration.
Transfer students who ccmpleted 90
spring.
Beginning fall quarter 1995, students or more credits at another institution,
dropping classes must do so by the have completed 36 credits at SCS and

Miscommunication
surrounds reasons
for semester change

have not declared or been admitte'd to a
major or bachelor of elective studies
program also will not be allowed to
pre-register. These students will only
be allowed to register during general
registration. Exceptions to this policy
can be made by individual
departments.
Keesha
Gaskins,
Student
Government Academic Affairs
chairwoman, said the credit limit
would help students ge t better
information alx>ut their majors.
"Students are getting bad
information from general education
advisers," she said. "It forces you to
speak to an adviser who knows your

area of interest."
Gaskins said the policy is a good
impetus, but she is not sure at this
point whether 128 credits is an
appropriate limit.
Steve Frank, former FA president,
shared her sentiments. "We thought
that would be more of a way to get
these people thinking in terms of
planning," he said.
SCS adopted the policy changes at
the urging of the FA.
The FA suggested the changes
following several years of discussion,
Frank said.
See Policies/Page 14

Trombone tunes

by Jason E. Johnston
Staffwri1er
No request was made by SCS President Robert
Bess to Student Government for rcascns to stay in a
quarter system as reported in the Dec. 13 issue of
University Chronicle.
Due to miscommunication, Academic Affairs
Chairwoman Keesha Gaskins thought Bess asked
for reasons, she said.
She discussed a response at lhe Dec. 8 Student
Government meeting when there was actually no
request. Toe report of a letter being sent was also an

error.
Student Government Chief Justice William
Huston gave a presentation at the Nov. 7 Semester
Steering Committee forum .that dealt with reasons
for staying in a quarter system.
Bess asked Huston for a copy of lhose reasons
so he could reflect on them and comment, Bess
said.
Bess wanted the reasons as an opinion of a
student, not as a statement from Student
Government
Later, Bess spoke with Student Government
President Kanwal Kumar about the request to
Huston, but in no way asked for reasons from
Gaskins, Bess said.
Gaskins said Kumar told ber Bess was
requesting reasons for quarters in response to the
letter she wrote to Bess asking that the Semester
Steering Committee be dissolved.
Kanwal said that he did not ask Gaskins for
reasons.
The Semester Steering Committee was looking
into the possiblity of SCS changing to a semester
system. Eighty percent of those polled in a Nov. 1
and 2 Student Government election voted against
the change to semesters. This prompted Gaskins'
request for the committee to be dissolved.

Briefs - 3

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Eric Rlngelson warms up for "A Renaissance of Carols" concert Saturday afternoon In
Stewart Hall auditorium. He Is an SCS senior majoring In music education.

Government passes employee leave resolution
by Jason E. Johnston
Staff writer

Student Government
pa ssed a resolution
Thursday to put any
SCS employee on paid
administrative leave
when a complaint of
sexual assault is filed against them.
An ad hoc committee drafted the

Commentary- 4

Sports - 7

resolution and Sen. Rebecca
McConkey and Sen. Gordon
Mickleson sponsored it.
Two amendments were made to
the orig inal r esolution at the
meeting.
One amendment added the
Diversity employee will have all
ecords of the proceedings
expunged if the verdict of the
following investigation is of

Diversions -11

innocence.
The other amendment specified
non-student employees since
students already are covered under
the Student Code of Conduct.
"The amendments have helped
make the recommendation more
logical by protecting everyone,"
Sen. Josh Lease said.
See Government/Page 14
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Four people vie for 16A senate seat
by Nicole VanDerGriff
Staff writer
Thursday's primary set the oiStrict
16A state Senate candidates in stone.
·

Toe only contested seat was Democrat•
Farmer•l..abor, which was won by state

Rep. Joe Opatz.
The special election will be Dec. 29.
Srudents who will not be at their local
address can vote at the county auditor's
office or fill out an absentee ballot
application and have that ballot sent to
them.
There are four candidates for
thevacated seat of Joanne Benson,
lieutenant-governor elect, takes office
Jan. 3.
Name: Dave Kleis

Age:30
Occupation:
Business Owner
Political Party:
Independent Republican
Kleis graduated from SCS in 1989 with
a double major in political science and
history.
In politics, Kleis has been involved in
many campaigns. He was recently the
manager for Bernie Omann's campaign.
Kleis ran for mayor in 1989, while still
a shldent at SCS. After graduating Kleis
started his own business, the Central
Minnesota Driving Academy. Kleis'
main focus for the senate seat is to cut
government spending.
"My reason for running is mainly to

make sure that government does not get
any bigger. To make sure that we have
representation in this area," he said.

Name: Don Koenig
Age: 62
Occupation: Sales
Political Party: Independent
Koenig has what he calls "the four
T's." These are ''Truth, Trust, Tax•Cuts
and Term Limits."
"What we have right now in the
government is not enough people that
have had to take a risk in the outside
business world. We have to give
government back to and for the people,
which is what our Constitution provides,"
Koenig said.
He also said the Constitution is for the
people and not necessarily for the
government.
"Basically, I believe that the
Constitution is the only law that we
need," he said.
Name: Donald Landwehr

Age:46
Occupation:
Real Estate Broker
Political Party: Independent
Landwehr lived in St. Cloud his entire
life. He has a daughter who attends SCS.
Landwehr never had an elected office
position but is currently serving as one of
the members of the St. Cloud City
Mediation Team involved with the
mediation effort between the sity and
town of St Cloud.

"I am running because I
think there are a lot of
citizens like me who are real
tired of the political process.
(People) who don't like
people arguing about their
side, that want people to

come and present options
and find a solution to the
problems they are facing,"
Landwehr said.
Landwehr worked in real

estate for 20 years. Because
of this experience, be has
been involved with the
growth and development
issues in the commwiity, be
said.

Name: Joe Opatz

Age:42
Occupation: Special
Assistant to SCS'
President
Political Party:
Democrat-FarmerLabor
"Higher education is the
key issue for me ... funding
higher education and seeing (SCS)
through the merger are two real high
priorities for me," Opatz said.
Opatz serves on the merger committee,
which oversees the merger of the three
public higher education systems. Opatz
also plans to be on the higher education
commiltee Lhis year.
Another area Opatz is involved and

Joe Opatz
interested in is government efficiency and
refonn.
''One of the areas that I demonstrated
that interest is, I carried a piece of
legislation that would have reduced the
costs of consultants and contracts that the
state engages in," Opatz said.
"There are a number of areas that relate
to the growth of the St Cloud area a

Act provides Money requests trouble student leaders
are
opportunities
by Jeremy Griffith and Jason E.
Johnston

by Mark WIide
Opinions editor
Jennifer Lenoie is one of the several
hundred high school students who
benefits from the Post-Secondary
Enrollment Act She is taldng a full
load of classes this quarter, but she did
not have to pay tuition, activity,
MSUSA or academic computer fees.
She did not even have to pay for
books.
The Post-Secondary Enrollment Act
is sponsored by the
Minnesota
legislature. Under this act, Minnesota
pays all costs, excluding housing, for
high school students who are accepted
toSCS.
1be state diverts the money that
would nonnally be sent to the school
district for that particular student and
sends it to the university.
"I don't think that it's right for them
to buy our books," Lenoie said. "But
of course I'm oot going to complain
too loudly.'' ·
Lenoie, 17, is taking classes in
calculus, English, German and human
biology at SCS instead of finishing her
senior year at Apollo High School.
Toe classes she is taking will allow
her to graduate from high school on
time and also count 10ward her college
degree.
The program is a good way to
challenge students who have
exhausted the cirriculum at their high
school, according to Larry Severt, a
counselor at Apollo.
See AcllPago 10

Requesting funds from Student
Government is not always an easy
proceM. Recently the Skydiving Club
and Student Employment Services ran
into problems doing just that
When the Skydiving Club requested
$1,295.49 for a two-persoll trip to
Arizona, members said $650 already
had been allocated for the trip. Some
members of Student Government
misunderstood where the $650 had come
from and felt the Skydiving Club had
misinformed them. Sen. Mike Horgan,
who was originally opposed to the
funding, brought the misunderstanding
up at the Dec. 15 meeting.
Horgen wrote a letter to the club
referring to the freezing of their funds,
Tnn Flanigan, Finance chairman, said.
The letter was not approved by the
Finance Committee, such an action
undermines the efforts of the committee,
he said.
Horgan wrote the letter because he
thought the club misled Student
Government into giving them money, he
said. "I don't see how a skydiving club
could get money while other more
beneficial organizations, like Student
Employment Services do not," Horgan
said.
After discussion about the issue,
Student Government detennined it had
misread the Skydiving Club's request
form. Once the details were straightened
out, the matter was dropped and the club
received the remainder of the money it

requested.
"The new Senators have not been fully
informed and that is partially my fault,"
Flanigan said.

· Student Employment Services also
ran into problems last week when
Student Government had to determine if
it is a student organization.
Confusion arose because membership
depends on eligibility for work study,
and they also have not sent a
representative to any Council of
Organizations meetings this year.
According to Sen. Keesha Gaskins,
the meeting attendanc.e was waived, and
the membership requirements were

found to be acceptable.
An organization must fit certain
criteria to receive funding, according to
Flanigan ...Normally an organization
comes in and explains why they need
money, and I give them advice,"
Flanigan said.
The request then goes before the Fee
Allocation Committee and finally to
Student
Government,
Flanigan
explained. The Student Government

then decides if they want to send it back
or accept it. "Sometimes stipulations
made on the request when we feel there
is more the organization can do to raise
the funds," he said.
"Organizations must submit their
request two weeks prior to the event,"
Flanigan said.
In the future, Student Government
fiscal policy may be updated. It is
recommended that student organizations
keep abreast of policy guidelines so they
can receive proper funding from the
student
government and avoid
confusion.
The following are some of the current
guidelines for fiscal year 1994-95 of the
Student Government finance committee.
□ Student organizations will be
recognized by the Student Government.
□
Student government may fund
these organizations with the following in
mind: affect on the campus and
community; educational, cultural, and or
recreational worth; benefits and personal
growth possible.
a Organizations recognized by
Student Government fall quarter prior to
submitting a budget may request funding
the following fiscal year.
□ Organizations receiving funding
must have a Council of Organizations
representative. Failure to do so will
result in a budget freeze of the
organization.
□ All organizations will have a
faculty, administration or professional
suppon staff adviser.
□ Requests submitted for budgetary
funding approval must have the
adviser's signature.
Cl Student organizations must comply
with budgetary policies put forth by the
finance committee.

IBIDEFs
Chemical society offers
science scholarships
The American Chemical Society will provide $5
million in scholarships for minority college and
university students majoring in chemistry or chemical
engineering.
In the 1995-1996 academic year, the American
Chemical Society will award at least 200 scholarships
worth up to $5,000 each. Students will be able to
apply to continue their scholarships in subsequent
years.
The scholarships will be awarded based on need
and merit. Also, the guidelines that will be used in
awarding the scholarships include financial need, a B
average or better in science and math courses and
examples of leadership at school or in the community.
Applications for the scholarships can be obtained
from Dorothy Redmann, (202) 872-6250, or by mail in
care of American Chemical Society, 115516th St. N.W.,
Washington, D.C., 20036.
Scholarship winners will be announced in May. The
students may use funds for tuition, books, supplies
and lab fees.
The American Chemical Societ y i s a nonprofit
organi z ati o n and was fo u nded in 1876. It has a
m embership of nearly 150,000 chemists and chemical
engineers.

Educational test service
withdraws graduate exam
""' ~mPuter version of a critical exam used for
grad ua te school admissions ha s been temporarily
withd ra wn for security reasons.
Educational Testing Service withdrew the computer
version of the Graduate Record Exam after an
investigation by Kaplan EducationaJ Centers. Kaplan
Educational Centers investigation revealed that a
small pool of questions are used on the test for an
extended period of tim e making it too easy for
students to share information with future test takers.
Kaplan Educational Centers initiated its
investigation after hearing anecdotal evidence that
students were sharing information about the test. In
May, Kaplan Educational Centers had voiced concerns
about the test's vulnerablility at a hearing before the
New York State Standing Committee on Higher
Education.
''Security is of utmost importance to students and
educators," said Jonathan Grayer, Kaplan Educational
Centers president and chief executive officer. "We
have worked closely with ETS over the past week to
outline the dimensions of the problem. We arc
encouraged that they are giving serious attention to
this grave issue."
Short term solutions implemented by Educational
Testing Service will have to be evaluated., Grayer said.
Kaplan Educational Centers prepares more than
150,000 students annually for college and graduate
admissions exams, professional licensing and
language exams. It also offers courses., books, videos.,
on-line services and digital products.

Corrections
O A Dec. 13 article in University Chronicle misquoted
SGS President Robert Bess. What he said was, "(The)
acceptance rate is well above average for students
applying to medical school, and the success rate for our
graduates in medical school is 100 percent."
Q A Dec. 13 article in University Chronicle misquoted
Lori Ulfert , SGS women's basketball head coach. She
said, "(We) have a lot to overcome: confidence, playing
together, but (the players) want to win .~

,
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Pilots donate gifts to children
by Micha~ R. Koehler
News editor

Santa Claus left his reindeer at
the North Pole and chose an
airplane to deliver gifts to
children at the St. Cloud
Municipal Airport Thursday.
Children from the St. Cloud
Hospital Pediatric Clinic and
family members anxiously
awaited the arrival of Santa
Claus as he and his pilot landed
at the airport on schedule at 2
p.m.
Thursday's event was a result
of a partnership between the
Minnesota Trucking Association
Safety Council, the Tree of Hope
project and Minnesota aviators.
Tun and Sandy Brakstad have
participated in the Tree of Hope
since 1991, and this year they
suggested the aviation and
trucking industry work together
to bring gifts to children
receiving medial care.
lim Brakstad is a pilot and
board member of the Minnesota
Trucking Association. "I made
the suggestion we'd do the Tree
of Hope, because it ~as a group

we'd know the gifts would get
out, they'd get to seriously ill
children, the kids we really
thought needed it,'' he said.
"We look at making this a
national program. We've already
got a huge interest from the rest
of the Minnesota Trucking
Association, they'd like to
participate next year," Brakstad
said.
The Tree of Hope began in
1990 through the efforts of Ray
and Celesc Shcflend of Bemidji.
Ray is an anesthesiologist and
Celeste is a registered nurse. As
owners of an airStrip in northern
Minnesota, they started a
December fly-in asking pilots to
donate a Christmas gift for a
hospitalized child.
In the first year, they received
enough gifts to supply seven
hospitals
with
Christmas
presents for seriously ill patients.
Last year, the Tree of Hope
donated 5,00) gifts to hospitals
in Minnesota, North Dakota and
Wisconsin, Brakstad said.
As Brakstad landed his
airplane and taxied toward the
terminal Thursday the faces of

the anxious children lit up and
the parents
smiled
with
excitement. Santa Claus (Tom
Deutsch, president of the safety
council) emerged from the
airplane with gifts and a merry
"Ho! Ho1 Ho!"
Santa went inside and the
children lined-up and received
their gifts. For children
experiencing medical problems
it was a chance to brighten their
holiday season.
·
When a child asked Santa why
he did not use his reindeer he
said, "Well, the reindeer are still
getting ready for the big flight
(on Christmas Eve.)"
Brakstad who piloted the
plane had another theory,
"They're kind of put aside, we
needed more horsepower to get
through the fog so we decided to
let them rest today."
Thursday's event began at St.
Cloud Airport. Santa Claus then
went on to visit bedridden
children at St. Cloud Hospital
and children at Journey Home,
an outpatient rehabilitation
facility.
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Editorial
Education options

Plans propose
worthy changes
In his Dec. 15 nationally televised speech, President
Clinton outlined a proposal to cut taxes for the middle
class.
A key element of the "Middle Class Bill of Rights"
is a plan to make college tuitions tax deductible up to
$10,000 a year for families making up to $120,000 a
year.
In his most recent weekly radio address, Clinton
said, ''Too many people are being priced out of a fair
shot at high-quality education."
On the state level, Gov. Ame Carlson proposed a
voucher system that would give college students
stipends they could use to pay for tuition at accredited
post-secondary institutions.
Minnesota spends $95 million on financial aid
programs, but the voucher system would not consider
the financial condition of the student or their parents.

Both of these proposed changes are excellent
attempts to rectify inequalities in the current funding

process for higher education and to give students more
control over where they want to go to school and how
to pay for it.
Too often individ~als who have the most financial
need are unable w afford the high cost of college, or
are forced to take out long-term student loans. A tax
deduction would make college less of a burden on
families.
Opening competition between public and private
schools will increase the overall quality of education.
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Volunteering greatest holiday gift
by Jim Pelarske, Business editor
A recent visit to a
department store brought
back memories of
Christmas past.
A middle-aged
couple volunteering for
the Salvation Army
kettle huddled around it
and sang Christmas
carols.
As their hannonious
voices broke the still
night, I stopped to
appreciate this simple
pleasure.
Their kind efforts
helped to pry a meager
sum of money from my
pocket. Though they
never skipped a note. the
twinkle in their eyes said
"thank you."
They were pleased, I
felt good and I am sure
the people benefiting
from the Salvation
Army's efforts
appreciated the donation.
The spiri t of Christmas
is one of giving, love
and compassion for our
fellow humans.
Giving of our time
should take place now.
The Salvation Army
needs bell ringers, the
St. Cloud Hospital needs
care givers, SCS
Handicapped Student

" If you are Moslem, Christian,
Buddhist or atheist, the feeling to need
someone and be needed is universal
and surpasses ethnic, political and
social boundaries. "
Services need note
takers and many others
are in need of a helping
hand during the long,
cold winter.
Students can v9lunteer
to shovel the sidewalk: of
an elderly couple or join
Big Brother Big Sister to
share time and talents
with a child in need of a
role model.
If you are Moslem,
Christian, Buddhist or
atheist, the feeling to
need someone and be
needed is universal and
surpasses ethnic,
political and social
boundaries.
There is someone out
there in the community
who needs you, whether
you know it or not.
Your time,
commitment and caring
is appreciated. Give of
yourself, it is who you
are.
All too often we think,
"what's in it for me?,

How will this benefit my
career? Will
volunteering help me get
ajob?"
You have benefited
from volunteer efforts
from teachers, coaches
and professionals.
They, in tum, benefited
from having known you
and having played a part
in building your
character, in hopes that
someday you will pass
on a wealth of giving to
others.
That is what is in it for
you.
Students who are
involved in volunteer
services are an asset to
their community as well
as future employers.
Think of it as your
Christmas gift to
humankind.
It is better to give of
yourself than to receive,
but receiving love is the
best gift you could
receive.

,IJ •
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Expression 'leads Student calls for resignation of
senators for misinforming public
to creativity,
personal growth
Nothing in this world could give

a person greater satisfaction than
self-expression. It makes no
difference whether this expression
displays itself as poetry, anwofk or
in another form.
When I write, it is my own
personal way of letting out part of
who I am and putting it into words.
I then am able to look inside
myself and control my deepest
emotions as I bring them out into
the open. Expressing interests and

The monsters of misinformation within
Student Government are up to deceitful
JX)litical propaganda.
Outrageous lies that our esteemed governor is
trying to suppress the college vote by calling
for a special election on Dec. 29 is about as low
as they come.
If any stu'dent senator at SCS wants to retain
any dignity whatsoever, they will renounce the
blatant lies that have been spread by their
fellow colleagues.
The reason Gov. Carlson called for a special
election at this Lime is to fill the seat before the

legislative session starts.
He did not call for the election to suppress
the student vote, especially a student vote that
votes Republican.
I hereby call for the resignation of any
student senator who continues to spread these
deceitful lies.

Aaron Frederickson
sophomore
political science

beliefs cre;itively is important

because it allows inner feelings to
escape, gives a sense of identity
and leads to success in the future.
Finding a way to let inner feelings out is essential for
happiness. If people keep their feelings to themselves too long
they just will go crazy, However, when frustrations are unleashed
and turned imo imagination it lessens inside tensions. This in
turn makes thinking clearer and frustrations easier to son out.
Sometimes I, as many people, have a lot of problems. School
stresses are at an all-time high in my life right now, not to
men ti ~ eJDQtiooal problems of beiD& away from~ I love. I
do, though, sometimes have a cure for myself - writing.
I simply get out my notepad and scribble all of my pent-up
feelings onto the blank, eager pages.
Getting a feeling of satisfaction from my writing is essential.
I usually tum the scribbles into poems. These poems are different
styles and are about anything and everything.
To me, being creative is a part of life. It helps me to escape
from the hustle and bustle of civilization. By creating my own
private world, I can deal with the hardships that always seem to
be waiting around in the comers of life.
Recognizing the creative side of themselves gives people a
sense of identity. Using the imagination helps people find who
they are and teaches them to explore this new concept.
Reading and writing moves me as nothing else has. I love
them because they introduce me to a whole new sensation. To
me, literature and writing classes have been extremely thought
provoking and mind expanding.
I took my first creative writing class three years ago, and that
was the point when I realized bow much I love to write. The
best part is knowing what I have written has affected someone.
When a reader is moved to laughter, tears or even nausea, if that
was the goal, I know that my task has been accomplished.
All people express themselves differently. Some people paint,
some people listen to, write or play music. It is all individual.
After all, a person's imagination is enonnous, stretching as far
as we are willing to go. It is very important to put feeling into
what we do so it will become a pan of us.
Pursuing creative interests leads to success. In my view,
pe-0ple are going to be the best at what they believe in. As a
writer, being a columnist for University Chronicle is part of my
success, as is having poetry published in books. For me then,
choosing a career somewhere in the writing field is my destiny.
Everyone's choice should be where their heart, imagination and
soul lies.
To be truly happy in life does not depend on salary figures, but
on the satisfaction the work should bring. What could be more
satisfying than following dreams through self-expression?
Expression also can help a person relate to others, be more open
minded and even help to organize thoughts. To be happy we all
must find and develop what we believe in.
Creativity and imagination help people get the most from life
by releasing emotions, being imaginative and pursuing
fullfillment. All people need their own type of expression to aid
them through the twists and turns of life.

Hanging parking permits from
rearview mirror violates law
SCS co~tinues to put fonh an
attitude of being above the law.
I have been continually
amazed at policy and
procedures established by the
wisdom of "the powers that be"
among the university's various
departments.
One example came to my
attention when I recently
purchased an SCS parking
permit.
At first glance, the new
permit was a welcome
improvement over the old-style
clear envelope which inevitably
came off my truck window and
fell inside the door.
However, the new permit is

designed to hang from the
rearview mirror.
Minnesota State Statute
169.71 states: "No person shall
drive or operate any motor
vehicle ... with any objects
suspended between the driver
and the windshield other than
sun visors and rearview
mirrors."
The statute makes no
distinction about where it
applies, implying that it applies
on both public and private
property.
I know the permit in question
is for parking (as opposed to
driving) purposes, but most
reasonable individuals can only

assume the permit, once placed
on the mirror, will stay there
until expiration demands
replacement.
My understanding of the state
patrol's attitude toward
suspended objects is that they
are distracting and desensitize
the driver to movement in front
of the vehicle. This may
prevent the driver from reacting
in time to avoid a collision.
Wake up, SCS. Higher
authority exists for a purpose.
Matthew Quinn

senior
local and urban affairs

Read, React, Fax, E-mail
University Chronicle editorial board encourages readers to express their
opinions. Letters to the editor are published based on timeliness, merit and
general interest. We reserve the right to shorten, edit or reject any offering.
Writer may be limited to one letter a month.

Letters can be faxed to: (612) 255-2164 or
e-mail to: chronicle@Tigger.STCLOUD.MSUS.EDU
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lllLL BILLY
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lllLLS

• Rope Tows
• Tubes Furnished
• Lighted Hills
• Wann Chalet
• Snack bar

SCS SPECIAL:

BUY 2 TOW TICKETS
GET 1 FREE!!!
Hours·
•M-Th 6-10 p.m.
•Frt. , Sat., Sun.Noon- 10 p.m.

Rates:
•$6Adult
•$5 Children
(under 12)

HOWTOUSE
TI-IE BATHROOM.
f2}ci you know that you use up to 55 gallons
of warer a day in the bathroom? Ir's mic. So here's
some simple bathroom training to help conserve

r
~•·

I

T.'UCc shorter showers. Put a weighted jug in
your toilet tank. It'll cut water loss by 15%.

}

•13 positions available
with St Cloud COmpany
• No experience necessary
• Approx. 12 hrs./wk
• Average $285/wk to
start

XMAS CALL NOW,
AND WORK
• $650 TO START
IN JANUARY
• No experience
TO PAY THOSE necessary
• Paid training
BILLS THA T
WILL ARRIVE!

Year round, pan-time inventory taker
positions available.
BILLS

Call now!
la/I for An

lllft'l\/ell

Job Soune lme /-800-705-7654

To schedule an
interview call
251-1736

RGIS=~

An Equal Opportunity Employer

l!ilID

35 Wilson Ave. N.E., St. Cloud, MN 56304 • (612) 252-5681

"GIVE THE GIFf OF MUSIC"

waccr. TlllTI off the fuuccr while brushing your
teed1.

IMMEDIATE
PART-TIME
AND
PERMANENT
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

And if you can't remember these tips, take this \

paper with you the next time you go. 1-800-M.Y-SHARE.

IT'S A CONNEmo WORLD. DO '/OUR SHARE.

Drums, Guitars, Amps, PA & Recording
NEW&USED
Save during our Holiday Sale
Dec. 1 - Jan. 1
NEW EXTENDED HOURS IN DECEMBER

Only$991. Drabout$21.amonlb.•

47541160,Performa•PlusDi:/Jlay,
A/fJle' Ke)voarr/11 and mouse.

Only$1,642. Orabou/$33,amonth.'

BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER."

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need-time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred P'ayment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

Only$2,~17. Orabout$45. amonlh.'

erals without makmg a smgle payment for 90 da;,: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
Appl · •
power every student needs. The power to be your best:

1e .

For further information go to
Academic Computer Services, ECC IOI
*All bundles include Claris Works & the Performas include additional software!

Hurry in today and shop before the holidays!
1D,ftmdA{JM0,•!2Tloan/ffer,:,pirls/ltbruaryl7, 1995.No/Jll}mmlifinltmlorprind{)l1lu"illi>e"'l"iredfor90do)s.(Scmtmtllln""')'"'l"irfad,po,il//)IK;idmtrd,a,.riik/Qanis~il{fJrr)ffllJlnlemt
aan,m(I~lhif90-da)·{)trod*"ill i>eaddtdll!{)rinci{Jal, andlbtprind/xllamo,,nl,asll!tncrro.s«l,dl~i>ll:rin/tl"r#riicb *"illbtindudirJm/bt~s,:,ba:luk·MiJ,,Ji,ly/Jil)ffll'lllirantslim4Jt/ia!allJfllbt
fo/1,Jl,'ingmfomu,lion. ForlbtPr,form,t475s:,s,tmml.nbm,apurdiastpriaifll.()55.42,dlicbindudts6S'f,sakst,u;~
.
paymmtobJig,,n;,,,:{
$21 Forlbtf'frfo,m,,'6J6CD rywtniliw11bm, a.purdiastpria <fll,748.7J,did,mdudeJ6Sfo ~lll.T;/ndudmg/oan fen,tbt

6ll5 81350 rl"ilb CD-ROAi, Mu/JipleScan 15 Di!p/aJ,

i,ppkDestgnKeJ-boardandmt>USe.

:

5J.5X Forlbt~if~ !994,d#lnlM&t'11klt'IIS JQ.85'f.lrlJban.111111d~Raki/12lQ'J(.8.y,a,/oanlemlwilhno/Jfl!fXIY"lfflpmally. 'l!,,,nonl/,ly /Jil)fflffll and/beh,nua/~RaJtslx.n _,,,,,,
lh,9().tbydefmr,enl<fprind/xllandinlm:!;tdtJrrlbeda/J,:uandnoolberdefmr,enl<fprind/xllormlmst.S/"uden/$/M}'deferpmq:,alpaymm/sll/)lo4)'ftll'S,orunlilgradualion.Otft,me,itK'illdJangtyourinonlb/)'
paymenJJ.1!,,,W!/4C,cmputerlollnissubj«/Jocrf(/;/tl{1lf"r)W/.,W!/4CompuJerlollna"'190·~DtfemdPuymmtPlanoffma,ailabk()fl/y/Qq,,ali/)'ingui,denll,jaa,/lyanduaff.Offer,111'<lilabk()fl/yfr,)m ,witoran
autlxmrl/J{#e~Pn!ikror~ =/994.w,lt~Jnc.JJl~,_nu.-'{fit, tbt.w,lt/q/r),Madnbsb,Pr,j,rmaand '"l!,,{Xllffl'//)i>e)tlllfbd'arrregislert'd brl/JemaliJ<f.'(pt~lnc..~
andi'rJll.>trMllcinbibartll'ldmaris
Inc..
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Huskies win both games in home tournament
Last-second shot gives SCS overtime victory Friday
by Andrea Lawrence
Staff writer

In jus1 seven con tests, the SCS
women's basketball team has won more
games than they did last season. The

Huskies squeaked by the University of
Nebraska - Kearney 74• 72 in overtime
Friday and pounded Denver University
68-54 Saturday.

With the wins, SCS improved its

record 10 3-4.
On Friday, the Huskies had led the
enti re game, but found themselves
behind by nine points with 8:25 left in
regulation.

SCS junior Heidi Stuberg came to the
rescue. By driving the lane and
capitalizing at the free throw line,
Stuberg gave SCS seven points in a
minute and a half. An uncontested
layup by Kendra Sprague tied the game
up.
With 7.7 seconds remaining and the
game still tied, head coach Lori Ulfrets
used two time outs, hoping for a basket.
UNK's Angie Osborn stole the ball
with 5.5 seconds left but dribbled the
ball out of bounds. Ulfrets took the fifth
and final time out with 2.1 seconds left
in reg u lation. Emily VanGord en
received the inbound pass and got off a
shot, but missed and the game went to
overtime.
The picture looked bleak with 1:24
left in extended play. SCS was behind
by six. 'They changed defenses on us
and we didn't react," Ulferts said. "But
we had two key rebounds and started
our press. Then a three-pointer by
Krista Conroy bought us back in.
(UNK) only made one bucket after that.
Disipline won this for us," she said.
With 26 seconds left, Conroy hit a
jumper in the paint and evened the

SCS sophomore guard Jenny Rood makes a quick move to get around the University of Nebraska Kearney's freshman guard, Elizabeth Goerke, Friday night in Halenbeck Hall. SCS won 74-72 in overtime.
Meyer, who is six feet tall, had to
score. UNK took a time out, but the conference," Ulfrets said.
"Our positiveness did it. We all came battle the 6-foot-4 post from Denver all
effort to re-group did not work.
With just one second remaining in together as a team, instead of night. "Defense was key. I know I had
overtime SCS ' Brenda Meyer put one everybody trying to do it on their own," to work because she was taller. I kept
on moving around so she couldn't pin
in underneath and the Huskies were up VanGo.rden said.
Less than 24 hours later, in front of me and it worked," Meyer said.
by two.
Meyer had 18 points, three blocked
UNK took their final timeout, but had 263 fans, the Huskies faced off against
the ball out of bounds under scs·s Denver University in Halenbeck Hall shots and three steals Saturday. Meyer
basket with only half a second for their second and last game of the was also named to lhe all-tou mamenl
remaining. A half court shot was Huskie Classic.
team with VanGorden.
attempted and missed, and SCS won
SCS controlled the tip-off and the
The Huskies travel to the University
74-72.
rest of the game, falling behind only of Minnesota - Bemidji to face the
''This is a very good team to beat. twice, never by more than two points. Beavers tonight, which is a three point
They beat UNO (University of The final was 68-54, Huskies. Stuberg shooting team. Defense will be key,
Nebraska-Omaha), who is in our had 25 points on the night.
Meyer said.

SGS goes cold in final minute, loses to UMD
by Nikki Rinderknecht
Sports editor
Tough defense triggered a late run by the SCS men's basketball team
Thursday night in Halenbeck Hall, but the University of Minnesota - Duluth
withheld the surge and won 65-60. SCS fell to 5-2, while the Bulldogs
improved to 7-3.
The Huskies, who trailed nearly the entire game, were down by eight with
7:30 left when the defense took control.
'"The guys realized if we wanted to win the game we had to play tougher
defense and not give the guys open shots," SCS freshman center Jon
Hinzman said.
Junior guard Jerome Jones and senior forward John Kee came up wilh
some key defensive plays which enabled the Hu skies to pull within four
points wilh six minutes left.
After a Bulldog time out, Jones threw a bullet pass to sophomore Shane
Poeppi ng underneath for the easy two. On their ensueing possession,
freshman guard Scan Whitlock had his shot partially blocked. The ball was
headed out of bounds behind the baseline when Kee jumped for it and batted
lhe ball to Jones in mid-air. Jo00s· IO-foot jumper knotted lhe teams up at

53.
Paul Midclestaedt/Photo editor

SCS senior Joel McDonald drives to the hoop Friday in Halenbeck Hall. McDonald
scored his 1,000th career point early in the second half, becoming the 21st player
to reach the mark. He is also in third place for most three point field goals made.

Then, UMD went on an 8-0 run. Their first two baskets came off of two
great interior feeds, burning SCS' pressure defense. The Bulldogs' CJ.
Krawczyk padded the lead wilh a jumper just inside lhe three-point line.
See Breaking point/Page 8
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Stress-tree swim

Alumni meet serves as tension-breaker
way point in the season, and
"We're going to have to hit
the men's team has a record of it hard now," Berg said, 'The
.
2-3, while the women's squad big meets are coming up."
'Their next action is Jan. 7 at
stands at an impressive 5-1.
the
Gold
This
meet
provided
the - - - - - - - - - Country
Invite.
h
he::~o~~hth~~a:e~e~t
ye~\Ve use this meet to try and di~;;~t~:~: get into some ~::~ wil
a ' ' We use this
The teams
do not have
:~t~~th!o:1:~~.~ to swim ~~:~~. ;:;;~~d.~;~~iv:~ ~f~r:n;P~:~~ts ~:1:
so::er~:; 10: : : meet to try and another
Sixteen alumni attended the the young people the senior from Red Wmg.
meets the past get the alumns home meet
_rn_e_et_r_ro_rn_a_v_a_ri_et_y_o_r_o_pp_o_r_tu_n_H_y_to_s_e_e_a_nd_~Th~is_rn_e_e_t_rn_a_,k_s_th_e_rn_id_-~ :o:~l~ s ,o.~ back to campus. until Feb. 3,
when they
Heydt said. It
gives the compete
against the
:·;::;";~ k~~~ young
people University of
by Kerry Collins

It was all fun and games as
the SCS swimming and diving
teams competed against
alumni Saturday.

r::~:

different graduating years.
AmOng them was Jeff
Erdmann, a member of the
SCS swim team from 1966-69.
Erdmann, who is from St.
Cloud, attends this meet every

compete against them."
1be current SCS swimming
and diving teams did compete
but not in their usual events.
Most of the competitors use
this meet as a chance to try

~h::~·~

~:e~:~~.sion
Heading

~:~~nd
of

ht:i~
the

the opportunity
to
see
and
compete against

them. "

N o r l h

Dakota. That
is
their
second~tolast
meet
before the

season, the
N C C
teams will
Championhave
to
in
- Diane Heydt ships
focus.
Grand Forks,
head coach N o r t h
Both
teams h a v e - - - - - - - - - Dakota.
legitimate
T h e
shots at high places at Huskies have set a high goal
conference.
for conference play.
With their next five
"They want to finish in the
meets away, before their top two," Heydt said, "It will
final two at home, the be a real challenge, everyone
will have to swim really well."
------~P.-u-1
aedt/P-~ho-to_od_lto~r ~:~m:~;g
~v~
SCS swimmer Nina Axelson, a freshman from Minneapolis, comes up for a quick breath In with many tough meets
ahead.
the 100 freestyle. The Huskies competed against alumni Saturday In Halanbeck Hall pool.
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4219thAvc. N. I

251-73811

: Hair Cut !l@ Price :
I With Free Shampoo 1
I
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$

CASHs
for

USED
CD's
DUGOUT &
NEWSTAND
Next to Godfathers

Pizza, Division
Place Fashion

Center
Ph. 253-0851

More Than

13,000

"It's a drag to have to stop
to put one on."

Different
Magazines
DUGOUT &
NEWSTAND
Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division
Place Fashion
Center
Ph. 253-0851

REAL
The heat of the moment can burn you for a lifetime.

[OJ
~

This is the last edition Qf
University Chronicle before
winter break.
The newsp:iper will resume
publishing J:m. 6.
Happy Holidays!

Helps reduce the risk
"Rapmted with permission of Catlcr-Wallace, Inc. New York, New York. Ccw1. AH r)Qhts reserved.'
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Black Bears
maul Huskies
by Joe Johnson
Staff writer

SCS junior forward Kelly Rieder SCO(ed the only goal
for the Huskies in a 6-1 loss to the University of Maine
Black Bears Friday night.
The unassisted goal was Rieder's fourth goal of the
season and came at 5:07 of the third period.
Maine had a slight advantage in shots, with a 28 to 24
edge over SCS. Freshmen goalie Brian Leitza collected
22 saves for SCS. Black Bear goalies Blair Allison and
Blair Marsh combined for 23 saves against the Huskies.
SCS went 0-4 on the their power-play opportunities as
Maine clicked on two of their four chances. Bolh teams
had five penalties totaling 10 minutes.
Saturday nights game was much closer, as a late rally
came up just short and SCS lost 4-3.
SCS freshmen Jason Stewart got his first goal of the

season at 9:44 of the first period. The goal was
unassisted. Stewart's goal tied the game at one, but
Maine scored the next two to take a 3-1 lead going into
the third period.
SCS senior forward Bill Lund scored at 8:44 of the
third, with Jeff Schmidt and Taj Melson assisting on the
play. The goal brought SCS within one al 3-2.
Maine got a goal at 12:34 and increased their lead back
to two. SCS again pulled within one on a goal by senior
center Dave Hoium at 18:49. Brett Lievers assisled on
the goal.
Holum's goal would be the last of the game as Maine
was able to hold on for the sweep.
The Huskies overall record falls to 8-10-0. Their
conference record is 6-8-0. Maine remains undeafted
with a 14-0-5 overall mark.
SCS' next game is Friday, Jan. 6 at the University of
Denver.

chance to tie it up with good
shots and just didn' t get it done."
Perhaps the Huskies were
trying to get it done too quickly.
"We took some bad shots,"
Kee said. "I think we should've
been a little more patient and
shot-selective. We should have
took our time and got better shots
once we tied the game."
Despite the loss, there were a
few individual highlights for the
Huskies.
Senior guard Joel McDonald
became the 21st player in SCS
men's oosketball history to score

With 1: 17 remaining, the
deflaled Huskies took a time out
to re-group. After the break,
junior Todd Bouman knocked
down a three-pointer, making the
score 61-56. The Bulldogs
opened the door for SCS by
missing four of eight free throws
in the closing minute, but the
Huskies locked themselves out
with poor shooting.
"We had chances," SCS head
coach Butch Raymond said.
"When you get a chance to gel
back in, you've got to capitalize.
We made a good run. We bad a

1,000 points in a career.
McDonald needed five points
coming into Thursday's game -

he had 13.

Senior guard Dan Ward added
eight as He has 325 assists in 42
games.
Hinzman was SCS' leading
scorer with 15 points. He was 6-8
from the field and 3-5 from the
charity strike. Hinzman, who redshirted last season because of an
injury, said it was his best game
thus far.
"It was really physical. They
were bumping me around quite a
bit. But I like that
(style of play) ," be
said.
The freshman held
his own on defense,
pulling down six
rebounds
and
blocking three shots.
"I
averaged
probably about five
blocks (a game) in
high school," he said.
"You just got to learn
when it's a good time
to block and when it's
not."
The Huskies play
Moorhead State 7
p.m. toni g ht in
Halenbeck
Hall.
Conference
play
begins Jan. 6 vs. the
Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor
University of North
SCS senior guard Dan Ward looks through the hand of a UMD
Dakota. The g3me
defender and finds an open teammate under the basket Thursday In
begins at 8 p.m. in
Halenbeck Hall. Ward did not score, but had eight assists in th• game.
Halenbeck Hall.
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33%0ff
The Regular Price of Any
Diamond En agement Ring
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UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16 St. S.E. 252-2633
th

Special financing,
o down, no interest
and no finance charge for 12 months!
Present your SCSU Student I.D. and this advertisement for a
special 33% Savings off the regular price of any engagement ring.

7.ve'f/show .You !he difference.

<JP
I

CERTIFIED
GEMOLOGIST

9

Point break: McDonald reaches 1,000 marktromPage7

DJ.Bl~
Jt!A

Open weekdays until 9 p.m.
Crossroads Center (next to JC Penney)

L------------------------------------

• Heated Swimming Pool
• Volleyball Court
•On-Site Management
• FREE Parkini,'Outlets
•Microwaves/Dishwashers
•Metro Bus Service

•4 Bedroom Townhome
•FREE Basic Expanded Cable
•Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
•Heat and Water Paid
•Individual I.eases

FRIENDS DON'T LET
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

CALL 252-2633
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Act:

GAETZ

Qualified high school

students enroll at

Day Care Centers

scs from Page 2

"Some kids just aren't ready," Severt said. "But most are
exceptionally bright and just want to sample college."
He does not encourage or discourage students to take
advantage of the·program, but the application process is simple, Severt said. Students have to fill out a short application
and then have the information verified by their counselor.
''We have all the forms available here in the office," Seven
added.
Any junior or senior high school student in the top 50 percent of their class is eligible to taice college classes. High
school graduates must be in the top two-thirds of their class
to be accepted at SCS, so the admission requirements are
more strict. But many feel students enrolled inr the PostSecondary Enrollment Act program are getting an unfair
advantage.
Regular college students are not displaced because of the
high school students, according to Bill Wilson, the coordinator of the post-secondary enrollment program at SCS.
'1t's on a space available basis," Wilson said. ''Only if
there are openings we will let high schoolers into the class."
Post-Secondary Enrollment Act students are eligible to
join university sports teams, clubs and organizations. They
also have the option of living in the dorms, although most
only take classes on a half-time basis and live at home.
Although Lenoie is a full-time college student she continues to return to ApoiJo after school to participate in sports
and said there are no negatives to the program.
"It givbes me a chance to gety some.college credit and
still see my friends," she said.

Every year, your heart pumps
2,625,000 pints of blood.
Surely, you can spare a few.

+

American
RedCross

:Ji[li.' blood again. It will b1.•fi4tfara l(f.1ime.

Making a list and
checking it twice ...

Close to SCS
Serving The St. Cloud Area Over Thirty Years!
Established 1962

DUGOUT &
NEWSTAND

TODDLER PROGRAM for 16 - 35 months
PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM for 3's, 4's and 5's

Next to Godfathers
Pizza, Division
Place Fashion
Center
Ph. 253-0851

Hourly, part-day, full-day rates
Call

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m .. ll:15a.m .. 8 p.m.
Christmas Eve 5:30 & l O pm
Christmas Day 10 am (no 8 pm)
Mass & Events 251·3261
Officc251•3260
Pastor's Residence 251 ·271 2

CATHOLIC CAMPUS

251-5694

A WORl<OUT THAT DELIVERS THE
KNOCl<OUT PUNCH!
THE BOXER'S WOR.l<OUT GYM
803 W. ST. GERMAIN
ST. CLOUD, MN 654-0Z0Z

* Complete free weight and cardiovascular fitness programs

* Authentk boxing techniques for strengthening upper body

*
*
* Self-defense

Fast•paced boxing moves to develop killer
Jump rope to build overall stamina
skills

* Boxing for fitness
GYM HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 10 AM-9PM
Fri. 1DAM- 5PM

:
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6 month gym
membership ror $60
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PE~~~~~ 2
MONTH $15
THREE MONTHS $40
PER
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Your complete gym & fitness headquarters

ATWOOD
OUTINGS _
CENTiE R
WE RENT:
SLEDS
SNOW SHOES
ICE SKATES
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
PACKAGE INCLUDES: ',
SKIS
BOOTS
POLES

c..3~

HOURS

.(/Spiritual preparation
Advent Reconciliation SeIVice
Tuesday, December 20, 7 pm
in the Newman Chapel

OPEN M-F 6:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Director

((?~_,, ---Located hy Northwr:st
Entrance of Atwood
Memorial Center
Phone: 255. ·1,772

M 9:00-5:00
T-R 10:00-4:00
F

9:00-5:00

SAT 10:00-2:00
SUN CLOSED

l,iMil'i!ilHll¢1tili
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Hotld3y--Ffill
'1t is a family tradition, we have
been coming here for the last nine
Children gathered with years," said Ron Seihring, director
excitmeot 10 get involved in the of Intramural and Recreational
Holly Day restivities.
spons. "The people who come will
A Renaissance Holly Day took have fun."
place at I p,m. Sarurday in Atwood
Volunteers assisted the children
Memorial Center. A Rennaissancc in the activities. "I help the
of Carols followed at 3 p.m. in children decorate the cookies,"
Stewan Hall Auditorium.
Christy CromptOO, SCS sophomore,
A Rennaissance Holly Day was said. She found out about the
free to all who participated. This activity through the Campus Child
event included cookie decorating, Care Center, where she works.
Christmas bowling, ornament
Six-year-old Stacey Kurtz said
making, holiday games, a sing- her favorite activity was decorating
;:.al::.on::,&.,:an:::dc::•..:;
vi:::si:.,:tw;::il::.,;ltSa:;;nt::.•;;:
Cl:::;•us::;·.....;'h.,;.e cookies. Her cookie was

by Kimberly Polzin

covered with colorful frosting and
candies. "I made a Santa," she
said.
''This year's concen will have all
the groups and the dancers, that is
exciting," Janell Kurtz said. The
afternoon concert involved a
variety of groups. The Concert
Choir, Brass Ensemble, Rivermen,
Wind Ensem ble and the
Renaissance Dance Troupe.
The event was sponsored by
University Program Board, Rec
Sports, music department, Senate
Finance Committee and the theater
departmenL

Lowell

Ande,aon/Staff photographer

Michael Selbrlng bowls, (left), while Dustin Kutz makes
tree decorations (right) Saturday afternoon in Atwood
Memorial Center during Holly Day. Holly Day was
followed by a concert in Stewart Hall Auditorium .

Magazine shows creativity in St. Cloud
by Paul Walt
Art forms exist in St. Cloud,
according to a new magazine.
Coalesce is a new bi-monthly
magazine produced in St. Cloud,
offering a forum for local artists to
express their diverse interests and
creativity.
Mark
Nistler and
Mark
Levendow ski , two recent SCS
graduates, coalesced with former
Minne sota Academy of Art and
Design student Anthony Beard to
start the project. Beard and Nistler
are graphic designers, while
Levendowski lends technical and
image manipulation skills .
The trio produced the magazine
as an outlet for creative expression
of sight, sound and soul "So much
talent in ~t. Cloud goes to waste. I

know so many people who have Through this character, the creators
forsaken their artistic ta le nts to of Coalesce explore the trials and
work at mindless j ob s," Nistler frustrations of the tempo rary
said.
employment world.
In their first issue,
writer Cindy Jordan,, We have an intelligent

~i::::: w;·,~ society, able to grasp not only
the written word, but the
communication of the entire
~~:~~o~io b~ v/~~~ page. ,,
Anthony Beard
artists' colors th e
latter pages and
co-editor
Dave Mercurio's

Truth, " local blues

1

~," nd ~~~~f ~~~u•\

"Dear Paul" reflects
in a letter to h i s - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- The progressive design of
brother.
One regular feature is the canoon Coalesce departs from the standard
layout
of most magazines. Typeface
"Jo hnn y Tem p ."
Temp i s a
superhero without a permanent job. over pictures, wildly varying fonts

and various im age manipulati on
stretch the reader's eye.
Coalesce is not s poon-fed to its
readers with sta nd ard layout
formats.
"We have an intelligent society,
able to grasp not only the written
word, but the communication of the
entire page," Beard said.
The creators encourage readers to
become a part of Coa lesce by
welcoming submissions.
They will accept illustration s,
poetry, s hort stories, demo tapes,
ph otography and other creative
mediums.
The current issue can be found at
local dis tribute rs, including the
SCS bookstore. The next Coalesce
is due out in early February.
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Signature Series
Nothing has the power to transform
the landscape quite as dramatically as
a new snowfall.
Snow can mean the transition from
fall to winter, or it may simply be a new
coating of white which covers
everything old and dirty and gives
winter a fresh, new start.
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Overseas study diversifies education
Learning abroad creates awareness, understanding of another culture
"I spent $9,000 more than I
expected, but it was well worth the
money," said Stacy Schultz, who
studied in Costa Rica. "For the m::mey,
I saw Costa Rica, I traveled to Ecuador,
Colombia and earned 32 credits."
Program costs vary, and the costs
have increased in the past few years.
The Costa Rica program currently costs
$6,100 for the five-month stay. That
price is up from $5,800 last year and
~:t,::~.a~~;!ro0:,a~:0:~:~ "
It's
integrated. We had British ; : ~;
$5,200 the year before.
England, Germany and France fees
provide_ students with an faculty teachlng British culture, and submit
the
are $6,300 for this school year. The
SCS faculty must integrate local ;~:.1
China program costs $6,900.
In addition to fees paid to SCS,
th
various culture into their course work. "
~:~und;;~; students studying abroad will incur
programs are directed by a
Rosean.na Ross processing fee additional costs. Books need to be
purchased before leaving the United
~~er~~~:~smfa~~:~:;:;;n~:
director 1993-94 ~~ternatio~~~ States and some courses may require
additional materials before departure.
:~:;':S~s:;din~:rng 1~c~~!
Alnwick, England ~d~~;;an~:~ Some students interviewed
and ''making the faculty live and work other programs, offer five-month stays. packet includes general questions such recommended bringing a supply of
together," said Roseanna Ross, last Japan offers a full year overseas as name and address. It also requires toiletries and other necessities, as
year's England director.
experience. Students are able to earn a the student to write a two-page essay prices and selection may be limited
"I don't think there are too many total of 32 SCS credits during the five on reasons for studying abroad. After abroad.
Average additional expenses run
experiences that are like directing. We month programs. Courses offered for the application deadline, faculty review
were living in a community and being a each of the programs slightly differ, yet the applications along with the from $1,500 to $2,500. Much of this is
part of the community. My kids went to generally include language, history, student's GPA and language used for travel not included in the
school there, and that was my home," social sciences, humanities and general requirements to make final decisions program fees and for shopping. Long
she added.
education courses.
on acceptance. "If all requirements are distance phone calls to the United
Exposure to other countries' culture
Living arrangement opportunities met, students are accepted on a first- States are another potential expense.
In order to offset the costs, financial
throu gh field trips and social include homestay or dormitory come-first-serve basis," said Roland
interaction is a major facet of the accommodations. Students who study Fischer, director of the International aid, loans and work study are available.
Financial help for st ud y abroad
programs, she said, and the course in China and England stay in dormitory Studies Center.
material also incorporates local color rooms. In China, the rooms are located
If studying abroad is to be part of the programs have the same requirements
·
into the classroom.
in the university's Foreign Student educatio_nal process, most students and eligibility as they do at SCS.
"Its all integrated. We had British Guest House, and in Engt.and students evema~ly will ask, "how ~chT' ln all
faculty teaching British culture, and a\dfaculty stay in Alnwick Castle.
of SCS 's study abroad program~.
This article was written as a
SCS faculty must integrate local
The Costa Rica program and the tuition is the same as it is in the United
class project by Pat Christman,
culture into their course work," Ross Germany program both provide States. Additional charges cover
Melissa
Johnson,
Jason
said.
ho~Stay opportunities. This gives the housing, f0od, round•trip transportation
Johnston and Rich Vosepka.
The year in Britain provided Ross students the expenence of daily life in ru,d cultufal activities.

Are you a student who is and her students with valuable cultural each of cultures. "It was helpful to
adventurous, looking for an lessons as well as an educational come home from class and still have
opportunity to learn another language environment not available on SCS • the opportunity to learn the language,"
and gain an understanding of a culture campus. " It was very personal said John Herre, a senior who studied
differentfromyourown?
involvement," she said. "There were in Germany. Finally, the Japan and
SCS offers six study-abroad faculty from various departments France programs provide
both
programs including China, Costa Rica, working together; relationships that horrestay donnitory opportunities.
England, France, Germany and Japan. would not normally develop."
Each program has its own set of
Each program has a main objective of
England, along with most of the requirements, yet has the same
creating awareness and - , - , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - application

all

~:',rt:;:"J~:;~:i:.:!~:::;
~1:,!~~=~:;

~

! ;;

:tc:::i:

5;;~

Righty tighty, lefty lucy

Photo by Andra VanKempen ,

Letty Lucy plays at the Java Joint Dec. 12. The band Is comprised of Arzu 0-2, Franny, Derek Estrada and SCS senior Dave Gatch.e ll.
The band plays tonight at the Quarry In Atwood Memorial Center.
.
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Government:
pass resolution
The resolution still bas to be
passed by unions and other student
bodies before it becomes policy,
Lease said.
The resolution will be sent to
interimPresident Robert Bess, the
President's Council and all
Minnesota State University System
board members this week, Studem
Government president Kanwal
Kumar, said.

In other news:
D Student Employment Services
was allocated the $972 they
requested at the Dec. 8 Student
Government meeting.
The money will go toward
placing a job board in Atwood
Memorial Center and hooking up to
the campus network to post jobs.
Director of Student Employment
Services Nancy Thomes spoke at the
meeting regarding the confusion of
whether the Student Employment
Services is a student organization.
"Student government has funded
Student Employment Ser vices
through organization money in the
past," Thomes said. She added that
the new communication outlets
would benefit all students.
□ Judicial Council and Fee
Allocation elections took place at the

Unions also must

from Page 1 - - - - - - - -

meeting. Mathew Kilian and Kelly
Johnson won the two Judicial
Council seats with no other
candidates running.
"It would have been nice to see
more competition," Lease said.
Chad Carpenter won the Fee
Allocation seat. Only members of
the Finance Committee could be
candidates for the election.

□

□ A tape recorder will be used at
future Student Government meetings
after some confusion over what was
said during a previous meeting.
Flanigan, who made the motion,
said the recordings will help with
information retrieval and to clarify
issues. The decision to use a
recorder
came
after
misunderstandings about the
Skydiving Club's $1,295.49 request
last week.

Men's Athletics Director Morris
Kurtz asked Student Government for
recommendations on bow to handle
the profanity from the "dog pound"
during hockey games. The dog
pound is a term that has been given
to students who sit in the section
next to the sports band.
Craig Dahl handed out notes to
students before a hockey game
thanking them for their support, but
asking them to stop using profanity
during the games. The sports band
has stopped playing the school song
because of the profanity from fans,
according to Lease.
Some suggestions by Student
Government included playing
different songs, enforcing the right
of security to remove unruly
students and separating students
from the rest of the spectators.

□ The emergency call boxes
passed testing after their efficiency
was brought into question, according
to Campus Affairs Chairwoman
Amy Nord.
Some concern was the boxes
capacity for two-way conversation,
which it has, and confusion that it is
a phone. "Everything works fine,"
Nord said. " The biggest problem is
people who want to order pizza."

□ A window will be built jn the
Student Government office looking
out to the center of AMC. Edward
Boufard, AMC acting director said
that the window will cost less than
$2,000 and is needed to increase the
visibility of Student Government
while making the area more
aesthetically pleasing and inviting to
students. The window should be
completed by Dec. 27, Kumar said.

., .. :, ,:,2

Mike Peters
t3mcl ,L//exenko
'John Gilligan

ChaclSturm
Michael Vaclnie

Policies: University
undergoes changes
from Page 1

But the information was not forwarded
from last year's Student Government to the•
present government
"We had no knowledge of this," Gaskins
said "They did request our input, we just
didn't know it." Frank said he went "out of
(his) way" to notify Student Government of
the changes early last year.
The Faculty Association also is seeking to
allow professors to drop students who do not
show up for the first day of class, this would
allow students to register for positions
occupied by students who do not come to
class.
Although this plan was thwaned last year,
Franks said it could be approved within the
next two years.
The Faculty Association and SCS
administration also have finalized a new
student complaint policy.
The student complaint policy is neither a
judicial nor a disciplinary process.
The policy states the complaint must be
initiated during the quarter when the concern
arises or within two weeks of the next quarter.
The first step of the complaint process is
consultation with the faculty member and the
next step is mediation within the department.
If the student is not satisfied with the
outcome of the mediation, the third step is
review by the dean.
This policy will be reviewed in
approximately two years. Also, consideration
will be given to suggestions for modification
at any time.
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3 BDRM $425 ht. pd.
Avail Jan. 1 , 259-

<l>

Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
k Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costing $2.
Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
~ All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
'D'
Contact Chad Sturm at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

And 3 Bdrm. apts. Great

FEMALES: available

parking, well maintained
spacious. Rent Neg. Dan
255-9163

8669, 2 blks to Bus line.

now! Your own private
room in a house very

2 BDRM $335 ht. pd.
Avail Jan. 1 259-8689,

nice! Next to campus only
$180 mo. Jan or Greg

2 blks. to bus line.

255-1274

SINGLE ROOMS $1 89
- $199/mo.
Heat, Water, Cable and
Electric included

FEMALE to share 4
BDRM apartment.
Private rooms, heat and
cable included. Across

Minutes from Campus!
Immediate occupancy!
255-9262

parking tot from dorms.

APTS, ROOMS and

FEMALE needed through
spring for private
bedroom near campus for
$190/mo. Please call
612-586-0311

Effeciencies. Best rates
$175 and up. Call Select
Properties 253-1154.

CAMPUS EAST. Large
4 bedroom UN ITS with 2
full baths. EXTRA

closets, dishwashers,

IMMEDIATELY, 1, 2,

bdrm apts. call
Apartment Finders at
259-4052.

$179 a month. Call
393-2581

FEMALE subleaser
needed for house close to
campus. $200 a month,

microwaves, laundry.

all utilites included,

Heat and basic cable
PAID. Garages. RESULTS

parking laundry

locations, w/d free

ONE BDRM apt.
Beachwood Apts. Near
SCS, Coborn's and D.T.
New carpet, ceiling fans
available winter quarter
$345- 6 month lease
$310 - 9 month lease
Dan 255-9163

PRIVATE rooms for
females, large 2 bath
apts, 1/2 block SCS,
quiet well managed
building , $180 rent
plus $15 utilities /
month. Everything

FEMALE subleaser
wanted to share 4 BDRM .

Microwaves, A/C ,

laundry, close to campus.

Close to campus. $ 199$204/ monthly.

253-1320.

Michelle, 654-6660

PRIVATE rooms in 4

"'EFF. & 1-3
bedrooms. $169-$250.
$15 off-street parking.

FEMALE to share 4

BDRM apts. Heat and
cable paid, dishwashers,

BDRM apartment.
Private room, heat and

campus close. quiet and
clean E.P.M. 251-6005

259-4841.

cable paid. Dishwasher,
microwave, near campus

BDRM apts. available
winter and spring. Many
amenities close to
campus. 252-9226

253-6606

Windows stream lining.
For more info call Randy,
252-1595
FREE tutoring available
in many subject areas.
Check us out! Academic
Learning Center, Stewart
Hall 1 01. Call 255-

SUBLEASER NEEDED
immediately! Originally
$225 now only
$200/mo. No security

GOT a cough?? Non-

deposit needed. Great
deal! Paul 259-4664

drowsy Tussin-Dm is
$1.89/4 oz. bottle at

call today!

Health Service
Pharmacy. NyOuil
generic is $2.19/6oz.

SUB-LEASING single
rooms, great location,

4993 or stop by.

Night time Gelcaps
$2.29 / 12

$235 to $260 per month
call 259-4841

3 people basement apt
$575 Dan 255-9163

ROOMS available in 4

SAVE on your monthly

bedroom units. Free
basic cable. Free parking
and much more. $189
and up. SM&M 253-

rent.
Put four people in a large
2 bedroom apt.
$150/month w/all

11 00.

utilities included.

HOUSING immediately

campus, heat and
electric, furnished, Rent

best deals in 1, 2 and 3

Utilities paid. Jan. 1,
349 6th Ave. S. $425

COMPUTER
CONSULTING, IBM
based, for Setups,
Memory allocation,

IMMIGRATION
ATTORNEY . Mark Frey.

Campus MGMT 251-

FALL fever. For your

SMALL house furnished,

ROTC and Guard
Headquarters.

Member : American
Immigration Lawyers

251-6005

HOUSING of all sorts.
Houses apt. houses,
SGL/DBLS Dan 2559163

include, w/d free
parking. Full time
mgmt., spacious, Dan
255-9163

CHUCK'S Barbershop.
Two barbers, all cuts.
Walk-ins. 251-7270. 9
Wilson S.E. Special $6.

THE CASTLE 2+ Br. for

EFF. Two, three, four
BDRM. apts. available.

253-6606.

SINGLES, m/f, great
locations, electric

quarter for support and
empowerment. Call 2554850 or 255-3171.

full-time mgmt. Dan
255-9163

NEWER security
efficiencies, close to

bedroom apartments.

SINGLE rooms Mand F
subleasing, great
locations , free parking .
Dan 255-9163

apts. M/F free parking
Dan 255-9163

CENTER Square. Single
rooms in 4 bedroom apts.

Dan 255-9163

quitting alcohol/drugs?
Group forming winter

PRIVATE rooms in 4

Henry at 251-4605

EFFICIENCY
apartments and 4

ARE you interested in

parking. Duane 2595814 le~ve message.

SUBLEASE singles,
doubles, 1, 2, 3 BDRM.

Property Management

Sgls/Dbls, 1, 2, 3
BDRM . apts. M/f, w/d

includes all utilities,
laundry , off-street

negotible details? 2590977

253-091 0 .

$250 for an entire apt.
during summer
654-6520

SINGLE room in 3
BDRM house $200

PERSONAL size apt. for
one, in house. No pets.
Coin-op laundry ,
parking , heat paid. 2535340

provided. No damage
de.posit required, call

1 81 4

SHARE a three bedroom
house. M/F. close to SGS.
656-9074

Assn. (612) 486-7117.
PREGNANT- Co nsidering
adoption? Call A Dream
Fulfilled Adoption Inc.
(800) 556-4529.
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PREGNANT? Free

pregnancy testing with
immediate results at the
St. Cloud Crisis
Pregnancy Center. Call
(61 2)-253-1962 24
hrs. a day. 400 East St.
Germain St., Ste. 205,
St. Cloud.
REMINDER: Health
Services Clinic and
Pharmacy will be open
through Dec. 22. We
will re-open on Jan. 3.
Hope you all have a
wonderf ul holiday
season.

SHIATSU massage gift
certificates 253-8029
SPRING BREAK

Mazatlan from $399. Air
and seven nights
hotel/free nightly beer
parties/discounts.
(800)366-4 786.
STUDENTS - if you
have all the money you
need for college, you
don't need us. But if you
need money for college,
our scholarship
matching service can

candids before. during
and after ceremony, but
especially during the
reception! You retain the
negatives. Two
photographers to make
sure every angle gets
covered. Call Paul at
654-8501 for more
information, leave
message.

500 SUMMER CAMP

oppportunities in NY,
PA, New England. Choose
from over 30 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, Baseball,
Hockey, Rollerblading,
Soccer, Lacrosse,
Softball, Volleyball,
Basketball, PE Majors.
Gymnastics, Riding,
Lifeguard, WSI, Waterskiing, Sailing,
Windsurfing, Fitness,
Archery, Mountian
Biking, Pioneering,
Rockclimbing, Ropes,
Dance, Piano
Accompaniast,
Dramatics, Ceramics,

help you. Many
scholarships are not
based on GPA or
athletics. For more info
send name/address to:
JD Associates, P .0. Box
1292, Monticello. Minn.
55362 .

Stained glass, Jewelry,
Wood-working,
Photography, Radio,
Nature, RN's, Chefs,
Food Service. Call
Arlene: (800)-4436428; (516)-443-

TYPING AND WORD
PROCESSING. Draft and

$1 5 O O weekly possible

final copy. Efficient
service. Reasonable
rates. Flexible hours.
Call Alice 251-7001
TYPING service 2536721 evenings.
WANTED!!!
Individuals and student
organizations to promote
Spring Break '95. Earn
substantial money and
free trips. Call InterCampus Programs
(800) 327-6013
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS ,

Professional and
courteous, will work
with you to determine
the shooting schedule to
fit into your wedding day
plans. Specializing in

8033

mailing our circulars!
For info call (202)298-8933
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT-

Students Needed! Fishing
Industry. Earn up to
$3000 - $6000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience
necessary. Call
(206)545-4155 ext.
A56811
$ 61 h r. Blue jean job,
flexible hours and
bonuses available. 2511038. Register today
Express Personnel
Services 606 S. 25 Ave.
#104 St. Cloud, Minn
56301
BUILDING

Manager/caretaker part
time . Responsible for
providing quiet, pleasant
building atmosphere,
maintain meticulously
clean building and
grounds. If you are
assertive, diligent,
honest. self-starting,
work well without direct
supervision. You will
enjoy pay that tops the
competion! You must
appear and communicate
professionall y. Flexible
schedule. We provide
orientation and duty
schedules. For more
information call 2530770
CRUISE SHIP JOBS!

Attention: students. Earn
$2000 + monthly.
Summer/full time.
World Travel.
Carribean, Hawaii. Tour

Guides, Gitt Shop sales,
Deck Hands, Casino
workers. No experience.
Call (602)453-4651.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS
NOW HIRING - Earn up
to $2000+/month
working on Cruise Ships
or Land • Tour
companies. World
travel. Seasonal and
full-time employment
available. No experience
necessary. For more
information call (206)
634-0468 ext. c5681 2

EARN a free trip, money
or both. We are looking
for students or
organizations to sell our
Spring Break package to
Mazatlan. ( 800)3664 786.

LEASING ASSISTANT

part time. Show
apartments, phone calls,
set apointments, review
leases. Do you enjoy
meeting people? Are you
organized, assertive and
project a professional
appearance? Above
ave rage hourly wage
with extra pay! We
provide orientation and
training. Call for more
details 253-0770
LEEANN CHIN CHINESE

CUISINE is now accepting
applications for fulltime and part-time stirfry and prep cooks, day
and evening shifts. We
offer excellent training,
f lexible hours; and for
full-time employees, a
comprehensive benefits
package, including a
401 (k) plan , health
benefits, and paid
vacation! Please apply in
person with the Leeann
Chin manager at
Byerly's, 2510 W.
Division St. phone 2521 801
NATIONAL Park Jobs Over 25000 openings!
(Including hotel staff,
tour guides, etc.)
Benefits + bonuses!
Apply now for best
posilions. Call : (206)
545-4804 Ext. n56811

SHORT shifts, long
shifts. We have a variety
of openings every day at
Express Personnel
Services. Call us now!
251-1 038 we want to
get you to work!

EARN INCOME FOR

Earn $500 $1,000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details rush $1 with SASE to
' 9 4,

Group Five, 57
Greentree Drive, Suite
307 Dover, Del. 19901
HELP WANTED. Men/
women earn up to $480
weekly assembling
circut boards/ electronic
components at home.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Immediate
openings your local area.
Call 1-602-680-7444
Ext. 1 02c

OFF-street parking $1 0
mo. 253-2107

Germany were parochial.
Hitler went through 12
years of parochial
schooling, and one year .
of seminary. Stalin went
through 12 years of
parochial school, and
five years of seminmary.
Alt of these people had
forced school prayer
every day. Yet they
killed 1 00 million
people in two world
wars. The parochial
schools were catholic and
portestant. That
disproves the usefulness
of forced school prayer.
The bible says pray in
private. (Matt. 6:)
Skeptically questiorf
eve rything with
unassailable honesty and
courage. Atheism.
LETS GET PERSONAL:
you're here to get a
career. Explore your
opportunities with over
100 employers at the
MSUS Job Fair '95.
Career Services As 101.

"SO powerful Is the
light of unity that it can
illuminate the whole
earth." Baha'u·llah.
Baha'i faith. For
information 252-2424.
THE SANDWICHES are

pretend.

ATTENTION Psychology

Majors: Become part of
the experimental
Psychology Group.
Meeting every Wed. 3-4
p.m. Ed. BLDG. A232.
AVAILABLE now at your
Health Services Clinic
and Pharmacy. You can
now pay for services
with Visa or Mastercard.
CHR I STIAN Students

QUALITY, affordable,

used funiture. 6540546

JESUS and satan are
pretend. All of the
schools in Axis Germany
( and allies Austria,
Italy, etc.) and Nazi

Fellowship is having an
informational planning
meeting for all
interested students. we
Will be planning for an
on-going bible study and
times for fellowship.
Come join us on Tuesday
Dec. 13 in Sauk RM Atwood at noon. We are
non- denominational.

